annual hegira with sleeping hags and camping-outfit, big canvas-
covered truck, cars and trailers for thirty-five,, was an event even in
Fellowship life. To conquer the desert we had first to conquer the inter-
vening two thousand miles in cold weather. The first years we stayed at
Dr. Chandler's hacienda at Chandler, Arizona. Very happy there, too, but
crazy to build for ourselves.
We were growing in proficiency.
A major rule in the Fellowship has always been 'do something while
resting'. So we preferred to build something while on vacation. I was earn-
ing something again, now, as an architect, and we could get materials,
But first we had to settle on a site. By this time that vast desert region
Silence and Beauty, was as familiar to us as our part of Wisconsin. There
was plenty of room and plenty of superb sites, high or low—open or
sequestered. Every Sunday, for a season, we swept here and there on
picnics. With sleeping bags we went to and fro like the possessed from
one famous place to another. Finally I learned of a site twenty-six miles
from Phoenix, across the desert of the vast Paradise Valley. On up to a
great mesa in the mountains. On the mesa just below McDowell Peak we
stopped, turned, and looked around. The top of the world!
Magnificent—beyond words to describe! Splendid mystic desert vege-
tation, but what a bad road. The only trial crossing the great wash of
Paradise Valley, the broad wash to the Verde River was this miserable
G	d	Hell of a road that that trail across the desert was in wet
weather, so we found. And there was a rainy season until later it got to
raining all the time.
But roads can be improved. The site could not be. The land could he
bought from Stephen Pool at the Government Land Office. Pool said he
was keeping it for some fellow (he said 'fool') who would fall in love with
it and 'do something with it'. We got about eight hundred acres together
finally, part purchase, part lease. Next year we began to 4do something
with it'. We made the plans and were all ready.
We knew about what thirty apprentices, our little family alongside,
needed—one of the things was 'room'.
There was lots of room so we took it and didn't have to ask anything or
anybody to move over. The plans were inspired by the character and
beauty of that wonderful site. Just imagine what it would be like on top
of the world looking over the universe at sunrise or at sunset with clear
sky in between. Light and air bathing all the worlds of creation in all the
colour there ever was—all the shapes and outlines ever devised—neither
let nor hindrance to imagination—nothing to imagine—all beyond the
reach of the finite mind. Well, that was our place on the mesa and our
buildings had to fit in. It was a new world to us and cleared the slate of the
pastoral loveliness of our place in Southern Wisconsin. Instead came an
aesthetic, even ascetic, idealization of space, of breadth and height and of
strange firm forms, a sweep that was a spiritual cathartic for Time if in-
deed Time continued to exist.	,

